
 

COIN-078B : Internet Programming 
with XML 
Assignment 4 

Objectives: (.NET students may choose to use C#)  
 Learn how to handle XML documents with Java using the DOM and SAX interfaces.  
 Load, parse and transform XML documents to graphical format in Java. 

Alternatives: 

 If you are familiar with SQL and JDBC, you may choose to skip this specs and work on 
converting the elements.xml to a SQL table using DOM and SAX.  
 If you are familiar with JTable, you may choose to create table using the Java table 
model instead of AWT 2D Graphics described below. 

Note: Please follow the specifications below. Points will be knocked off if not 
followed. 

Read Assignment Guidelines & Requirements 

Sun J2SE 1.4 and later includes the Java API for XML Processing (JAXP) that is used for 
processing XML data using applications written in the Java programming 
language.  JAXP leverages the parser standards SAX (Simple API for XML Parsing) and 
W3C DOM (Document Object Model) so that you can choose to parse your data as a 
stream of events or to build an object representation of it.   In this assignment you are 
going to write a standalone application - a graphical browser in Java that reads an XML 
document and extracts its data to draw text and graphics figure such as circles.  The 
browser will process and display the elements.xml document in a tabular format like in 
assignment 1 except that you don't use XSLT nor HTML.  The presentation output is in 
graphical form using the Java AWT and Graphics APIs.  Since the non-Microsoft 
browsers do not support VML, you are going to use the Java API to create the filled and 
hollow circles that represent the elements size and state.  The textual data is also drawn 
graphically in a tabular fashion.  See the screenshots.  The units on the header must be 
extracted from the XML.  Don't do the alternating colors.  

Since you've done DOM processing for the browsers in Assignment 3, start by doing 
DOM first, then SAX. These are 2 separate classes. 

This assignment contains at least 5 classes all in one source file named Assign4.java: 

class Assign4 

- primary class containing the main() method that let users choose DOM or SAX 
processing. 
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 main(String args[]) - instantiate either Assign4_DOM or Assign4_SAX class and 
invokes its displayDocument("elements.xml"), instantiates the ElementsViewer
frame, setSize(1024,768), addWindowListener() and runs the application 

class Assign4_DOM and class Assign4_SAX 

- classes containing static methods.  They basically contains static arrays of the fields to 
be displayed. 
The SAX class extends the DefaultHandler. 

 Class variables: (static variables) 

 name - String[] of atom names  
 symbol - String[] of atomic symbol  
 atomic_number -int[] of atomic number  
 atomic_weight - double[] of atomic weight  
 melting_point - double[] of melting point  
 boiling_point - double[] of boiling point  
 atomic_radius - double[] of atomic radius  
 counter - int used as a counter for the arrays 

 Class Methods: (static methods) 

 displayDocument(String uri) - instantiates a DocumentBuilder Document parser 
using the DocumentBuilderFactory for DOM and SaxParserFactory in SAX; loads 
the xml file; collects the "ATOM" nodelist; then calls setData() to extract the 
appropriate data from each "ATOM" node.  

 setData(Node node) - finds and extracts the datum of each field to be displayed and 
assigns it to its corresponding array. 
Note: In DOM use ((Element)node).getElementsByTagName("tagname") 
instead of traversing the entire document as shown in the book examples. Use the 
SAX events methods to traverse the nodes and extract the appropriate data in SAX. 

Common classes 

class ElementsCanvas 

- extends Canvas on which the table, data and circles are drawn by defining its paint
(Graphics g) method. 

It contains instance array variables of the fields to be displayed similar to class 
Assign4.  Note: these are not static variables. 

 Constructor: 

 ElementsCanvas(String[] name, String[] symbol, int[] atomic_number, double
[] atomic_weight, double[] melting_point, double[] boiling_point, double[] 
atomic_radius) - initializes all its instance variables.  Note: You need to setSize
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(w,h) with the correct dimension at the end of the constructor in order for the 
scrollbar to show.  Hint: use ROWSPACE and the length of one of these arrays to 
obtain the correct height. 

class ElementsViewer 

- extends Frame where a ScrollPane containing the ElementsCanvas object is instantiated 
and added to the window frame.  For your convenience, download class ElementsViewer 
(view source and save it) and add it to your code. 

You'll need to read Chapter 16 if you're not familiar with Java or Chapter 15 on .NET, and 
Chapter 12 for DOM and 13 for SAX.  You also need to download and install the Java SE 
6 from Sun if you haven't yet. 

Download the code samples of the "Real World XML" by Steve Holzner (previous 
textbook went out of print). Following the "class AppFrame" examples in this textbook - 
ch11_05.java at bottom of page 550 and ch11_07.java on page 557, build the 
ElementsCanvas first (extends Canvas instead of Frame).  Use dummy data like numbers 
and text in your for loops with drawString(), drawOval() and drawLine()to create the 
table.  Hint: Use constants like ROWSPACE, HALFSPACE to increment the y 
coordinates appropriately.  I expect you all have coded a table in some programming 
language before.  Compile and run your Java code constantly to check the layout and 
alignments.  Once the table is displayed correctly you can proceed to doing the XML 
processing.  As in listing ch11_07.java find the approprioate node and extract its name or 
value.  As for the dimension of the circles, use the same formula as in Assignment 1, ie. 
10 times the radius.  Note: You have to convert from a double to int for the width and 
height parameters in drawOval() and fillOval().  See "Useful API methods" 
below.  Use drawOval() for hollow circles and fillOval() for filled circles.  Note that 
you have to call setColor() first before invoking fillOval() to get the correct 
color.  Write the functions one at a time; then compile, run and test it.  An incremental 
approach can make it easier to swallow. 

Hard code the url or file reference to the elements.xml file from your website when 
invoking displayDocument("elements.xml").  Name your main class file as 
Assign4.java.  Test your apps thoroughly before submission. 

Useful API methods: 

 element.getElementsByTagName("tagname") returns a nodelist of the elements by 
tagname.  
 element.getChildNodes() returns a nodelist of the element children.  
 element.getNodeName() returns the tag name.  
 nodelist.getLength() returns the length of the nodelist.  
 nodelist.item(index) returns a node from the nodelist.  
 element.getFirstChild().getNodeValue() returns the text content of the 
element.  Note: element.getNodeValue() will always return null.  
 SAX events methods  
 Integer.parseInt(String) converts String to int.  
 Double.parseDouble(String) converts String to double.  
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 new Double(double).intValue() converts double to int.  This is handy 
when you need to convert the double type of atomic_radius to the int 
type used in drawOval() and fillOval()  
 g.setFont(new Font("SansSerif",Font.BOLD,20)) which must be invoked 
everytime you want to change font.  
 g.setColor(Color.red) which must be invoked everytime you want to 
change color.  Note: White on white background becomes invisible.  
 g.fillRect(x,y,w,h) to create the table header. 

Upload all .java, .class and documentation files into their appropriate 
directories of your CTIS website.  Add the links to all these files in 
your instruct.htm file. 

Make a copy of all pertinent files into a diskette for submission. 
(Classroom section ONLY!) 

Submit a hard copy of your Assign4.java source code along with a labeled 
diskette in a 9x12 envelop on the due date. (Classroom section ONLY!) 

Don't forget to backup your local files. 

Resources: 

 Java and XML DOM  
 Java API for XML Processing (JAXP)  
 Java API for XML Processing Tutorial  
 DOM Tutorial  
 Java Platform, Standard Edition 6 API Specification  
 javax.xml.parsers  
 javax.xml.transform  
 javax.xml.transform.dom  
 org.w3c.dom  
 java.awt.Graphics  
 Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT) 

Due Week 8 
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